Introduction
The derivation of the response-time distribution is widely recognized to be not trivial [8] . Some interesting approaches have been proposed to define measures combining Distributedrsysems wide sustai ou dyto-day life performance and dependability issues [7, 6, 3] . [7, 6] introproviding bservic fpportauges anu ferif entserprises, pro-duced a model for hard and soft real-time systems, while [3] ducing business opportunities and offering new services to ha cosdee trnatoa sytm inwih .alre' a customers. Such systems should ideally remain operational be duestoereqetrviolationao spse im containts.
supporting correct service despite the occurrence of undeThe modeng appoa presente tis paperbildso sirable events.
The modeling approach presented this paper builds on Service unavailabilit mayresultfromseverand extends the work introduced in [3] . The latter work Service unavailability may result from several causes .. uses i) a Markov model to evaluate system availability, and such as i) failures in service hosts, in the communiatio ii) a tagged job approach to compute the response time dis- with sensitivity analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper.
1-4244-0054-6/06/$20.OO ©2006 IEEE 2 Availability measure definition seconds. This means that the service response time should be less than 5 seconds for at least 90% of all requests. Steady service availability may be defined as the longIn the following sections, we will i) build analytical modterm fraction of time of actually delivered service. We asels for single-server systems and for multi-server systems, sume that the service states as perceived by the users are and ii) derive closed-from equations for the conditional repartitioned into two sets: i) a set of states in which the sersponse time probability and service unavailability. vice is perceived as available and ii) the complementary set in which the service is perceived as unavailable.
3 Single server queueing systems Let Q denote the set of all service states, and pi: be the probability that the service is in state i at steady-state.
In order to define the service availability based on the In this section, we assume that the server is modeled as a response time, let us introduce single queueing system with exponential arrival and service times. The modeling approach using single server queueing * R(i): the random variable denoting the response time systems is carried out in two steps. First, we model the given that the system is in i at steady-state; availability measure based on the response time distribution at steady-state and then some numerical sensitivity analysis * d: the maximum acceptable response time (i.e., if the results are presented. response time is longer, the service is considered as unavailable), this metric can indicate network delays or an overloaded server; it is also referred to as the 3. 
Service unavailability
Conditional response time probability Consider a system accessible to a very large population. The arrival process is characterized by requests arriving at (6) sponse time for all the sites studied in [5] . The latter divides timing problems affecting sites availability into "medium" 3.1.4 Finite buffer (ten seconds) and "severe" (thirty seconds) problems. Figure 1 shows the conditional response time distribution For a system supporting at most b requests including the Once K is evaluated, one can compute the service unavailability using equation (6). Figure 2 shows UA as a function of K for different loads
All the evaluations presented along the previous section can p. The system is assumed to be composed by one server also be applied to a system with a finite buffer (i.e., considwith infinite buffer (M/M/1). Note that by definition, p = 1 ering an M/M/l/b queue).
implies UA = 1 and lin UA = 0. Figure 4 shows a comparison between a system with a From the figure, we can see that UA is very sensitive to finite buffer (M/M/l/b) and a system with an infinite buffer the load p. UA decays slowly for heavy loads p. In contrast, (M/M/1). The results for M/M/l/b (dotted lines) are obfor "light" loads p < 0.6, the unavailability due to long tained using equation (7). As expected, the greater is b, the response time is negligible. On the other hand, the greater lower is the difference between the models. For p = 0.9 is K, the lower is UA. 
For a given request, the greater is its position in the buffer, the lower is the probability that it is served within the maximum response time requirement. In finite queueThus, UA can be evaluated directly as a function of ,u ing systems, the requests arriving when the buffer capacity b and d only, for a given Q. Figure 5 shows a comparison is full are rejected, and therefore, they are not considered as between the unavailability computed by equation (6) (where leading to service unavailability due to long response time.
K is an integer value obtained from equation (4)) and the This explains the fact that UA for M/M/l/b is lower than approximation given by equation (9) for multi-servers in an infinite and finite queueing systems conditional response time distribution:usneqain( ) using equation (1 1 (10). This function is evaluated varying the numAfter a set of transformations (see [4] for all details), we ber of servers c and the product pd. As it can be seen, as c obtain equation (10) or pd increases the response time probability is improved. This is illustrated by the increase of K. Clearly, the greater is K, the lower is UA. The effect of K on UA for multi-( 1-e11d , if i < c servers is similar to the case of single-server (discussed in
These results can be used for supporting design deci-LP(i c±l±,c ) sions. For instance, let us define by ,uc the aggregated ser--P(i-c+1) if > c vice rate provided by c servers. We consider a set of system (10) configurations designed to support the same aggregated service rate of ,uc = 150 requests/sec. Table 3 identifies four 4.1.2 Service unavailability possible system configurations using only multi-servers, i) to iv), and one configuration, v), with a single server. Let us take the same system consisting of c identical servers, The values of K are K = [116, 126, 130, 131, 133] corwhere each server is capable of handling ,u requests/sec. responding to configurations i), ii), iii), iv) and v) respecWe need to compute the probability that the system with tively. This result shows that a configuration with only 1 c servers has i requests at steady-state denoted pi (c). Asserver provides the greatest K. Clearly, the response time suming that the sequence of interarrival times is described is longer when the aggregated service rate is split among by independent and identical exponential random variables the servers. This fact explains why K decreases for config- 0 . 9 . f r Õ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= . 9 . . f r 0 . 9 0.8 id12.5 Table 3 . Configurations for ,uc =150 reqlsec. Table 51show pac of c f the v o sevc puted using equation (11) based on the value of K obtained rates,i [25, 50, 75] , when the load is set top 0.9. It is from equation (10) Finally, it is recognized that the service unavailability in the context of widely distributed server systems might be due to problems with the host (e.g., the remote host is too into account the failures of one or more servers, the impact of long response time on service unavailability should be more significant. Although the optimal configuration con-
